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We proudly bring you our
10th issue of 99E!
It’s been an eventful year-and-ahalf since we at Chapel Theatre first
had the wacky idea to pursue a local
arts and culture magazine here in
Milwaukie. And saying eventful barely
scratches the surface of what we have
all witnessea and experienced.
The beautiful, inspiring, intelligent,
and personal writing we have brought
to these pages has been a testament
to the creativity and heart of our
community. It has been such a pleasure
to share it with all of you. We look
forward to the next ten issues.
In the meantime, stay safe, take care
of each other, listen to each other,
get creative, make art, find joy, eat
whatever, get outside, and for the
love of all that is holy, please vote.

SUBMISSIONS
Are you an artist, writer, budding journalist or community resident in the
Milwaukie, OR area? Is there something you’d like to contribute to 99E
Magazine in the future? Please use the contact below to be considered
for upcoming issues: llyadetorres@gmail.com
Please note: No age restrictions for
submission. Submission does not guarantee
publication. All submissions will be vetted
for appropriateness. We reserve the right
to not to publish articles/content which
do not meet 99E Magazine’s current
ethos, standards, or direction. No hateful
propaganda or equally offensive material
will be published. 99E Magazine reserves
the right to make all necessary decisions
regarding the content reproduced within
its pages.

Editor: Illya deTorres
Magazine Design: Diane Stankard

COPYRIGHT © 99E MAGAZINE 2020

All content provided remains the
property of each contributor;
the content may not be copied or
reproduced or republished without
permission from the individual
contributor and/or 99E Magazine.
Thank you, kind reader, for respecting
the work of our contributors!

Send us your one sentence poems, your stories, your wackiest play
synopses… Send us your funniest personal stories, your gripping
fiction, your captivating non-fiction, and your art… Send us your
social commentary, your perspective, your take on life. There’s lot’s
happening in the world, near and far, and we want to hear from you!

ISSUE 10 ARTIST
Stephanie Togni
See page 18 for bio and contact info.

Unopened mail mocks
It’s still commonplace for
me. Piles of magazines I
me, but that doesn’t mean
didn’t subscribe to and bills
I’m used to it. I abandon
that I’ve probably already
my plan.
paid online sit on the table
With what feels like
by the stairs. The laundry
Herculean effort, I force
basket is beside it, filled
myself to my knees and
with pajamas and more
make it seven agonizing
pajamas because I’ve worn
crawls and no drags or shufnothing else for a week
fles. I ignore the laundry
(okay, if I’m being honest,
and mail as I make my way
a month).
to the base of the stairs.
It should be easy, to at
Once there, I tug myself
the very least, get to the
backwards up each step,
stairs. But I’m on the floor
wincing as my shoulders
five drags, two shuffles, and
pop in and out of their
a half-crawl away. I colsockets with every move.
lapsed sometime around
It’s slow, and I have to keep
dusting the second shelf
stopping to rest as if I’m
BY ELIZABETH MITCHELL
in my museum-like home.
hiking. And really, I am.
There are bookcases, wall
It takes twenty minutes,
shelves, even extra tables,
but I’m in bed—up the stairs,
all to display my collecaround the corner, across
tions of things; I’m Ariel
the floor, to Grandmother’s
Once there, I tug myself
without the water to keep
house. I couldn’t make it if I
things clean.
tried. My day’s plan is writbackwards up each step,
The floor disgusts me.
ing or video games. I want to
wincing as my shoulders
My cheek burns with the
do one; I’m leaning towards
pop in and out of their sockets
scratchy fibers of the
another. Before I can decide,
with
every
move.
browning carpet. Crumbs
I get a text from the only
from sandwiches we had
friend I have.
three nights ago stick to
“You free now or later
my arm, creating pockmark
today? I’ve got the whole day
bruises as I lay here. Orange and black cat fur
free for once.”
floats in the air with the dust particles. I sneeze
The tears come by the word ‘now’. My house
and sublux a rib.
isn’t up for having company over, but the idea of
I need to get to bed—the bed that’s upstairs. It’s
going out is laughable. This is also a norm; this is
so close, yet so far away. I’m too far away from a
also something I still haven’t gotten used to. I’ve
table to use it as a baby would, to try to lift themlived in this college town for almost a year now–
selves. I’d only fall back down as they do, anyhow.
only a year and some change left. When we move,
The task of getting upstairs feels as impossiwe won’t have stairs. We’ll live somewhere cooler.
ble as climbing Mount Everest. Still, I drag myself
I’ll get a maid, finally. When we move, I’ll have a
forward. Drag one yields a dislocated hip. I use
friend my age. I’ll be happy.
a cane on a daily basis because this is a norm for
I tell myself this every day.
me. I trudge ahead. A nerve pinches — a tiny fiber
that feels like a heated poker is being rammed in
With shaky hands, I text back, “No, sorry. Gotta
between my bones. This one makes me pause.
stay home today. What’s next week look like?” ■

Sorry,

Photo Credits (unsplash.com): Mario Azzi

I CAN’T.
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PROFILE
A Pr o f i l e o f
C O UR T N E Y VO N D RE H L E

COLORFUL
BY J O S HU A B A KE R

Local accordion maestro Courtney Von Drehle is many things.
He is friendly, talented, witty, kind, smart, creative,
and very colorful.

PROFILE

|

COURTNEY VON DREHLE

On the June evening we meet in downtown composes music, which led to him getting nominated
Milwaukie for some photos, even his Covid mask for a Grammy in 2010 for the soundtrack to the HBO
is colorful. I met the musician decades ago and have Film “The Final Inch”.
When asked about the process of film scoring, he
watched him play music a number of times over the
years, but it wasn’t until he moved to Milwaukie that said he studies the film to get a feel for it, and then
I really got to know him and discovered that not only he tries out “a lot of musical ideas….watching how
is he an amazing musician, but he is a snappy dresser they make a scene feel. Does it work, or does it get in
and a fantastic human. I pull the camera out, look- the way?” With a score, he suggests, the music is there
ing for photo opportunities. He is so easy to talk to, I to help, to be complementary rather than dominant.
Von Drehle also learned how to
almost forget the photos.
match music with movement
Born amid the wide boulethrough years of playing for
vards of Michigan car country,
dance classes.
Von Drehle spent his formative
He describes his current
years in England after his father
music tastes as “skittish”, sugwas transferred to Europe.
gesting that he often listens to
Music took hold early. His
music “for musical information,
father had a set of 78 shellac
to see what’s going on.” He hears
records by Dixieland clarinetist
lots of wonderful music but is
Emile Barns, which he enjoyed,
rarely surprised by it. He rattled
describing the music as “full of
off a list of luminaries, most of
joy.” Between his father and two
whom I’d never encountered:
older sisters, he was exposed
Airelle Besson, Motion Trio,
to music ranging from Sinatra
Richard Galliano, Iva Bittova,
to CSNY to Zappa. He began
Pat Irwin. He says, “Jeff Beck
playing guitar at 12, and by
seems timelessly good. I’m
17 he was part of several rock
always thankful to have somebands with high school friends.
one lead me towards beauty.”
Around the same time, his
Von Drehle compares music
father took him to a jazz festito storytelling, and like a good
val. “The last band on the bill
writer, suggests a composer
that night was led by a slightly
is crafting a piece over time,
scruffy 23 year old from the
developing character and a
States — Pat Metheny — and he
point of view along the way.
blew our minds. He’d invented
“When it’s for a band alone,
his own jazz vocabulary and it
and not a film, the idea has
was full of ethereal beauty.”
to stand on its own and not
After moving to Portland in
need the additive narrative of
1979 for college, Von Drehle
moving images.” He backpedals
was soon playing “in a band
a bit, saying that music as backwith the great bass player and
ground can also be interesting.
musician, Fred Chalenor, and
Von Drehle compares
Future composers would do
through knowing and playmusic to storytelling,
well to take heed. After all, he
ing with Fred, I learned about
and like a good writer,
was inducted into the Oregon
adventurous
and
creative
suggests a composer
Music Hall of Fame in 2019 as a
music that I’ve been drawn
member of Three Leg Torso.
to ever since.” He would go
is crafting a piece
As we walk around Milwaukie
on to play in many different
over time, developing
with masks on (getting shots at
groups including the Tone
character and a point
places like city hall, the Missing
Dogs, Klezmocracy, and Three
of
view
along
the
way.
Link, and the riverfront), I
Leg Torso. Von Drehle also
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“At this point in my
career, one of my main
guiding principles
is to play with people
I like. More fun is had
along the way and the
music ends up being
better. I have a lot
of faith in fun —
it leads to good things.”

recall a series of social media
posts he had made with a man
holding a fish. He says he has
always enjoyed humor in social
interactions.
“It’s been my way to connect
and I’m sure I get some of that
from my dad, who has a quick
sense of humor and great timing.
I’m particularly excited by using
humor as a way to riff on a
moment, through word play or
ridiculous reality reinterpretation
and seeing how far one/we can
go. I think of it as “play,” and life
is always better with more “play”
involved.” Indeed.
He pursued a career in the arts
and understands it as something
elusive, something real but known
only through the imagination or
subconscious, which our logical
minds can only hope to realize in
actuality. Recognitions such as an
Emmy Nomination, the Hall of
Fame induction, or a fellowship at
the Sundance Institute “are helpful reminders that in our pursuit
of something that we never can
quite get hold of, we nonetheless
manage to land a few fish along
the way.” And despite the accolades, Von Drehle remains down
to earth and easily approachable.
The pandemic has changed
life for most people and he is no
different. Von Drehle has played
virtual shows, and he says he’s
actually been thankful for a life
with fewer demands. “I’m reminded of a time as a younger musician
when I had more time to explore
music and my compositions at
that time reflected the added
exploration. Now, I’m having
some time like that and I’m curious to see the results as my new

pieces take form. I’ve also been
teaching a lot of accordion online.
I’d previously had one student in
Montana with whom online lessons were our thing. Now, all my
students are fully aboard and it’s
working well.”
As for the future, he looks
forward to the time when he can
play live music in the same room
as other musicians when that
feels like a safe option. “At this
point in my career, one of my
main guiding principles is to play
with people I like. More fun is
had along the way and the music
ends up being better. I have a lot
of faith in fun — it leads to good
things.” He also wants to spend
more time writing, which he has
been focusing on more in the
past six years, and he would like
to see where it could lead. “I love
the collaborative nature of music
making and I love the solitary/
self-sufficient nature of writing.”
We walk around Milwaukie for
almost an hour, talking music and
Milwaukie, and getting photos
in front of restaurants and shops,
at City Hall, in the park, even in
the city’s sculpture garden, which
he’d never seen. Very few other
people are walking around, but
when one passerby asks him to
play his accordion, Von Drehle
says, “it’s just a looker” as it is not
working properly, but the request
is cute. An accordion! We end our
photo session in front of the river,
a fitting end. Along the way, I’ve
come up with another necessary
word to add to any description of
Courtney Von Drehle. Fun. As we
part, I suspect he is still smiling
behind that mask.■
Photo Credits : Joshua Baker
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Stars
Sea

The

and the

But
I am the waves
Crashing and crashing
Fresh and blue and cool and new
And yet
I am no bigger than a flea
No cosmic powers do I hold
No stars at my command
No sonic waves rushing out of me
So I ask you
How can we go on when this is true?
I hate that I know what I always knew
Still I sit here and dream of the stars and
the sea
And hope that somewhere you’re thinking
of me.
BY E L S A D O U G HE R T Y

Photo Credits (unsplash.com): Jacob Dyer

You are no bigger than a grain of rice
I am no bigger than a flea
Oh how sad it is that I often think
That I am bigger than the sea
No
Big as the sea
The water deserves no disrespect
Least of all from me
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Trailing
Clouds of Story
Do We Come
BY J E NNI F E R HO L L A ND
Two friends recently received DNA test results that floored them:
the stories they’d lived with for fifty-plus years were lies.

Right after the conversation, I felt horror:
I wouldn’t have needed to give her up! Rage
at the lies told us and grief for the lost years
nearly overwhelmed me. Love’s power intervened, thankfully, and now the whole family
enjoys her presence.
Love won when it dawned on me we are
not our stories. We’re born into them—heavily edited ones at that. Caregivers tell tales
they believe are in our best interest. While
time may prove those stories to have been
more for their own interests doesn’t matter;
people do their best at any given moment.
Since most humans operate out of fear, however, it’s no wonder we rarely get the truth.
And that’s my point: no story is “true,” as
in objective truth. Our vision and hearing
are selective. “Truth” derives solely from our
perceptions, which are filtered through our
personal priority lens. Priorities change, and
suddenly we discover the time for confessing
has passed. We cross our fingers and hope to
die with the secret unspoken.
Stories have this nasty habit of reincarnating, though. Just when we think it’s safe to

Their grief increased when they learned
everyone else in the family had known all
along and kept the secret from them. Both
have difficulty now trusting friends and
family. What else are they hiding?
What I shared with both friends is that
they are not their stories. I and others love
them for who they are: kind, witty, generous,
creative, easygoing, intelligent. They would
express these traits no matter where or to
whom they were born.
I speak from experience. You see, I gave up
a child for adoption in 1975, and she found
me in 2018, through a cousin who’d had
DNA testing. When we had our first encounter via FaceTime just before Mother’s Day,
what struck me like a cannonball in the chest
was that she was exactly how she would have
been had I kept her myself. Yes, she looked
like my mother and me, but what startled
me most were her voice timbre… her sense
of humor…her intelligence… her mannerisms… even the way she sang and danced
with her children. Regardless of the back
story, she was just her beautiful self.
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look in that closet, out tumbles a skeleton,
Gratitude: that’s the key. After mentally
and the coverups restart. More fingers are
thanking every event and person for the gift
crossed. DNA testing has caused a sharp rise
they’d given, I discovered I loved myself.
in de-closeted skeletons, has it not?
For the first time in sixty-odd years, I loved
If it weren’t for skeletons, we’d have no stomyself. If I hadn’t had those experiences…
ries. As audience, we always know more than
if I hadn’t believed the stories… I would not
the poor protagonist. If it’s a quest, we know
be the person I am today. And I love me! A
the hero will find their Grail. If it’s a mystery,
strange paradox: though we are not our stowe know someone will be found guilty of
ries, our stories act as a filter of our reality.
the crime. But when it’s non-genre, we don’t
We then make decisions based solely on
quite know what’s going to
what comes through that
happen. We identify with
filter.
the protagonist and hope
What we don’t realize
for a happy ending.
is that no two filters are
What, then, is the difalike; no two humans view
ference between “real life”
events in exactly the same
and stories about “real
way. Embracing this truth
life”? Nothing. Nothing at
fosters compassion, and
all. We think there’s a difcompassion leads to gratThere is nothing
ference, but it’s just that in
itude. I’ve chosen to view
one we’re the audience, and
everything that comes my
to forgive if
in the other, a character.
way as a gift—the best ones
everyone is,
We enter life mid-naroften arrive in shit-brown
as I believe,
rative, our role already
wrapping paper, BTW—
doing the best
decided. The original
and I give thanks for it. It
they
can.
script has been altered
not only brings me daily
beyond recognition, yet
contentment, it obviates
They’ve got their
everyone keeps playthe need to retread the
burden of untrue
ing their part, however
path of suffering.
stories, too.
unsuitable. We’re unaware
Stay in your painful story
we can change roles at
if you choose. You’ll have
any time; we don’t have to
a lot of company there,
follow the script. We can
for we’ve long been told
scrap it altogether and start fresh.
that suffering is mandatory, and life is hard
After my daughter found me, I grieved
and unfair. Those are lies, too. I no longer
for a time. Losing stories can feel exactly
believe them for one second. Grieve your
like losing a precious human or pet. Then,
loss, yes; but know that suffering—the
determined to suffer no more, I gave thanks
clinging to pain long past its usefulness—is
for every single past experience and person
optional.
I’d blamed for my nearly half-century of sufWe’ve all been lied to. We’ve all experifering. Not forgiveness: I prefer gratitude.
enced betrayal. But if we move our mind’s
There is nothing to forgive if everyone is, as
eye, we will also see we had love, sunny
I believe, doing the best they can. They’ve got
days, and starry starry nights. When you
their burden of untrue stories, too. Forgiving
filter life through gratitude instead of old
implies that my perception of events is more
stories, you’ll be astounded. Everything you
true than others’. It’s not. I don’t need apolever needed or wanted sits there, just waitogies, nor do I extend them anymore. It’s
ing for you to notice. Notice. Give thanks.
simply not necessary.
Then go ahead—open your Presence! ■
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T he
Death
~ of~
Racism
BY I S A AC A . P ENDERGRA S S J R.

TH E D E ATH | O F R ACIS M

Photo Credits (unsplash.com): Visuals

An eight-year-old, White girl calls upon John Carlos, as she raises
the Black power fist in the middle of a crowded parking lot.
proud and mighty bitterness, lifeless — eyes wide,
but with no particular focus, just a backwards
gaze into a history that outlived its usefulness the
very moment it was conceived? No, I knew that
those were not likely ends to this beast, because
I’ve known racism. I’ve seen, first hand, its crafty
inventions, watched its continual evolutions
with my own eyes. I’ve seen how it makes two
slaves — the one with power and the one without.
I’ve borne witness to its deviancy, how it seeks
to destroy the stories that reveal its true nature
and hide the truth that its strength is just tightly
wound fear, so tight that it causes unseemly lumps
in the tapestry of humanity. This unruliness could
never be brought willingly under the power of the
natural cycle of things. If the task is to imagine a
death of racism, then we must necessarily imagine
a murder, and we were all willing accomplices,
committing the most just of crimes.
The quiet rumblings of the car motors and the
faint Facebook live broadcast of the event were
all that could be heard during the procession. Not
because either was so loud, but because, eerily,
the protest, itself, was so quiet. I had expected a
celebration, a revelry of the passing of an enemy.
We did not so much celebrate its death, but
instead we seemed to mourn its life. We absorbed
the pain and suffering caused by the years of
willful ignorance. We grieved the opportunities
missed, the unnecessary conflicts. I had expected
impromptu anti-protests, agitated passersby, or
worse, but there was nothing, except silent signs
of support — a runner lifting his fist in solidarity,
restaurant workers twirling their dishrags in
the air, oncoming cars blinking their headlights,
quietly saying, “We see you.” It seemed that both
sides were silent. I struggled with the strange
uncomfortableness of the moment, but soon
realized that the chilling aura that encapsulated us
all was nothing more than a temporary realization
of the goals of the day. Both sides were not quiet,
because in that moment, there were no sides. We
were all one and our silence, the silence that filled
my ears and my heart, was the loudest peace that
we could imagine. ■

A cadre of soccer moms patiently outline “Black
Lives Matter” on the windows of their SUVs and
station wagons. A black man, in a mask, sits in a
car, surrounded by all the diversity that a ninetypercent White city can offer. This may seem like
a perfectly constructed fiction, but it is August
8, 2020, Milwaukie, Oregon, and while the novel
coronavirus continues to rage and has immersed
us in an unrelenting tally of fatalities, we are
gathered to mourn a different kind of death. The
death of an institution. The death of America’s
greatest pastime. The death of racism.
Death of Racism events have popped up all over
the United States. Their single purpose is to offer
those who choose, an opportunity to imagine a
world in which racism does not exist. The medium
for this is a funeral procession, in which protesters
deliver racism to its final resting place. They’ve
been conducted in cities such as Miami, Berkeley,
and now Milwaukie. Protesters are encouraged
to decorate their cars with Black Lives Matter
insignia, the names of unarmed police victims, or
anything else relating to the cause. The cars are
then driven through the city, bringing attention to
the issue of racism in America through spectacle
and minor inconvenience. However, unlike other
protests, Death of Racism protests do not merely
hope for an amorphous beneficial result. The
outcome is substantiated in the form of a coffin,
containing the remains of racism, that follows the
procession. A North Star to act as a guide to a time
and place where race-based division is no longer
an inevitability.
Our only guidelines were to imagine that it was
dead, but, during that ride, I couldn’t help but
wonder by what imaginary means racism met
its demise. Did racism’s death come at its own
hands? A hatred bending back upon itself until it
just snapped? Always needing more to feed on,
the differences in the macro became insufficient,
so it began to feed on smaller and smaller deltas,
until the daily shifts in the individual became
intolerable and confusing? Or perhaps, it died of
natural causes — the organs of prejudice running
their natural course and seizing up, leaving a once
11

On Being
an
Indian Girl
in
Portland

A reflection in haiku
BY CH IT R A S U B R A HM A NYA M

Photo Credits (unsplash.com): Vivek Doshi
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REFLECTIONS

a lady calls me

they thought I stole from

pretty “like Pocahontas”

the Safeway downtown. I wish

should I laugh or scream

I’d kept my hood down

I don’t care how much

housing ads read like:

you loved that chicken tikka

“all welcome in queer witch den;

talk to Yelp, not me

no blacks/Capricorns”

blame Californians

you insist I say

for browning up this city?

Wil-LAM-ette, but my last name

y’all needed a tan

is hieroglyphics

“micro” aggressions

I wished that I was

can, like little pathogens,

missing when you asked me if

make it hard to live

I like M.I.A.

I’m so glad you can

Albina cried when

bottle and sell my culture

they turned Black gems into a

for ten bucks a pop

new Ruby Jewel

my old salwar costs

now, meeting brown folks

more than I can afford at

I’m like a Desi parent

your bougie boutique

“Beti, where you from?”

sticky yoga class

at 3 A.M. I

filled with Karens who never

cry about the visa freeze

pronounce “chakra” right

when were we welcome?

at the nonprofit

trade glances with the

you’ll think I’m a client, ‘cause

only other nonwhite girl

brown people ain’t staff

solidarity
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Rogue Pack’s mission is to create a
community where youth cross social
barriers by taking ownership of
their stories through theatre arts.

telling
By helping marginalized community
members and under-served
populations create and perform
plays out of their own experiences,
lending a stage as an open forum,
their voices are heard and audiences
are made aware of controversial
issues often hidden from the public.

Colors / Not Pink
I am not pink like a little
girl’s dress. Not pink.
I am the blue of the
light summer sky.
The yellow of the bright sun’s rays.
Purple like the bruises
on my heart and mind.
Brown like the trees,
tall and sturdy. Not pink.

From 2013-2018 Rogue Pack held
storytelling theatre workshops for
girls ages 10-17 transitioning out of
juvenile detention and/or in the DHS/
foster care system. At the culmination
of each workshop, these brave young
women performed their stories.

I am like the red of the poppies.
The clear of the rain on your skin.
The tan of a caffeine-free soda can
and the shine of an olive tin.
Not pink

They participated in the Fertile
Ground Festival, Portland’s citywide
festival of new works, annually.

Why must you hold me to pink,
I ask.
Why must you hold me to pink.
So many colors all around
our world.
And yet you hold me to pink.

	
The following are some
of the stories they wrote
and performed over
those five years…

INT RO BY AN N S I N GE R
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Photo Credits (unsplash.com): Manuel Meurisse
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Dad
He kicked me out
without a doubt
He didn’t love me
not even an ounce
He’s my dad &
sure I’m mad
But he’s dying
& I’m crying
So I’m trying
to see him often
before his coffin
He’s a muffin
but he’s stuffin’
my soul with sorrow
I’m afraid he might die tomorrow.

ANGER
Anger is a bright, blinding yellow
In your face and loud
It smells like hot, sticky sap
That stays on your fingers
And sticks to your hair
Or like freshly chopped garlic
Under your fingernails
Reeking for days
Anger tastes like bitter
Brussels sprouts
Smothered in bacon
Pretending to taste good
But still with that acrid aftertaste
It is the number 27
Anger’s mother is a smile
Shielding it from sight
Until it’s too late

And its best friend is sadness
Hiding behind anger
Hardly showing its face
In its hand it carries fear
In the shape of a baseball bat
In its pocket is fog
The fog that covers the mind
In the heat of anger’s moment
In its bedside drawer
Anger keeps the left side
Of its favorite pair of socks
That lost its mate
It’s hair is colorless
Greasy and unkempt
Anger hasn’t brushed it
In exactly three days
Anger’s last name is Despisement
15

For breakfast it eats pancakes
Because its waffle cooker is broken
It drinks orange juice
With extra lumpy pulp
On its birthday
Anger gets 99-cent cakes
With extra, powdery frosting
Anger lives alone
In a three story-house
With a king-sized mattress
A pillow on each side
As if waiting for someone
Anger’s idol is kindness
A higher power
Something Anger can never achieve
Anger loves Chaos
And dreams of being loved back.
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MEth
Crystal meth you took my breath:
I stood in the cold till
that shit tgot sold
I flailed so hard I
couldn’t make bail
I gave up my life and
kept rolling the dice
My brain was in pain
and I went insane
They put me in hell so I could flail
I continued to use and felt abused
I was physically strained
and mentally insane
Skin ‘n’ bones with no ass or tone
I pick like a bitch and
lie like a snitch
I kept on the run cause I
thought it would be fun
I continued to get high
just to get by
I stay up all night to see daylight
I lie and steal just to get a meal
I’m fake and nice so you
can pay my price
I front and jump just to get a bump
I’m as high as a kite and
flail like a whale
My teeth are rotten but
that I’ve forgotten
Tweak twack it’s all
the same smack
I’m digging my grave and
continue to cave
I’m down and I’m out so
I’ll continue to pout
It’s wrong but feels right, I know
I’m not going to sleep tonight
I’m up and I’m down and
look like a clown
I’m scared and afraid but
this is my parade

In My World
In my world
fog would roam around the village’s streets
There would be tall trees and playful animals to gaze upon.
Everyone would wave hello and
people wouldn’t need to fear
while roaming.
There would be games
and gatherings
and cheer.
She’d be happy while walking home in her warm hoodie
jamming out to the music blasting from the earbuds.
all animal shelters are no-kill.
chicken nuggets are free all day, every day.
Everyone gets the luxury of free nuggets.
there’s cheaper clothes,
cheap enough that everyone has a different outfit
everyday of the week.
everyone gets provided a living space
no matter who they are
or what they’ve been through.
In my world.

Foster Mom
She bashed on my life without explanation.
She thought all I was, was desperation.
All I ever wanted was affection.
She gave it to me bit by bit, piece by piece.
But it wasn’t enough.
It was just rough.
She threw me out with no love to spare.
Sick of desire, what a despair.
At first she was gentle but she was just mental
And that’s what led to life’s betrayal.
What does Betrayal look like?
Betrayal is going behind my back and lying to my face.
It’s saying one thing and meaning another.
It’s anger but not from the heart.
But that’s where it stabs.
It looks like infinity.
It sounds like it’s never going to stop. And it smells like forever.
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Life of the sea
My life’s like the sea. Deep and dark.
But nobody’s hit the deepest part.
The unknown creatures
are the parts of my life
yet to come.
Full of wonderful colors
but still a danger sign.

Climbing
Sometimes I feel like overdosing
because my life is overflowing.
I feel like flying because
my life is chiming.
Sometimes a daughter
and always a goner
I’m crying because I feel like dying
I’m trying to keep on climbing
To make it to the top

it’s OK to drop
but never stop
I struggle with self harming
it’s not charming
I’m cutting but running
from my mind
it’s not kind what I find.
I need to change. But it’s strange.
If I drop I always flop.

Down from the top
and never stop.
It’s a coping skill but it
might kill. I have to stop
but it’s a hop to the top.
I’d hate to drop.
I keep climbing. I’m climbing,
climbing, climbing. I can see
the top! I’m almost there...

A R T I S T S P O T LI G HT

Lisa Brinkman’s art is
deeply influenced by
the textures, colors and
sensations of the natural
world which surround
her West Linn, Oregon
‘tree-house’ home.

Lisa Brinkman
Sophia’s Garden
30 x 30”
Inspired by Black Lives Matter
and the call for social and
environmental justice.
Eco-prints of Sumac, Eucalyptus,
and Maple on raw silk canvas
with cold wax and oils.

Lisa Brinkman’s art is deeply
influenced by the textures, colors
and sensations of the natural
world that surrounds her West
Linn, Oregon ‘tree-house’ home.
Her art speaks to an intentional
desire to participate and commune
with Nature and Life — lyrically
imagined, through innovative
explorations in mixed media painting,
papermaking, fibers, and eco-prints
of plants on raw silk with oils.

www.lisabrinkman.com   

Lisa Brinkman was born
in NYC, raised in Chicago,
and returned to her father’s
hometown roots, Portland
in 1974. She graduated
from PNCA, Portland,
Oregon, receiving the
Helman Purchase prize for
her BFA painting thesis.

Brinkman’s work has been included
in many exhibitions regionally:
the Portland Art Museum; Buckley
Center Gallery, University of
Portland; Littman Gallery, PSU;
Sticks and Stones Gallery in Seattle,
WA; Lake Oswego Arts Festival,
OR; Multnomah Art Center; and
the Clackamas Arts Alliance.

She went on to earn a
MA in Art Therapy from
Marylhurst University,
practicing from 2003 to 2012.

Lisa’s art is published in Cosmos &
Logos: Journal of Myth, Religion, and
Folklore; “The Listening Post,” poems
by Gordon Dawson; and
The Journal of Naturopathic Medicine.

Inspired by a lifelong
fascination and study of
archetypal images, symbols,
patterns, and astrology, Lisa’s
art emerges from laborintensive alchemical play with
materials, ideas and psyche.

@lisa_brinkman_arts
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Lisa Brinkman’s latest body of
paintings, eco-prints of plants with
oils on silk canvas, will be featured
October 19th to November 12th,
2020, through the Buckley Center
Gallery, University of Portland.
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THE BUS HOME
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BY C HE L S E A P E R RY
The bus makes an inelegant stop
several feet from the curb. I see a
girl check both ways before closing
the distance between her and the
now-open door. I watch like I am
outside of myself until I think
better of it and look away from
the window.
A cough comes on like a tickle.
Not the good kind. The kind you
wish would stop bu t your laughter
appears to be a source of confusion
for the tickler. Clashes of no’s and
laughing, laughing laughing no’s.
I let it out because I have to,
one brusque release from my
contaminated system. But no, my
lungs have betrayed me, spilling
out a chorus of rasping overlapping
coughs I didn’t allot for.
I spare a side glance but the other
passengers are as they were before.
Blank eyes that see nothing, staring
ahead at the nothing in the air or
the nothing on their phone screen.
All but the girl from the curb,
she turns to me with a look laden
with… something. What is it?
Concern. My God, she’s young.
I turn back towards the window
and push all the jagged, hot breath
from me, pulling it back in clean
with concentration. My lungs fight
me. Air the weapon in the struggle.
I don’t want to give the cautious girl another reason to be
concerned. Or maybe I just don’t
want to have her turn to me
with another look. Am I ever just
kind anymore?
On impulse, I unzip the backpack
I’m cradling and find the bottle
of cold syrup. My latest dose has
stopped working on my symptoms,
but I still feel the effects on my
brain, like a veil between me and
the world. A two second time delay.
More aware and less myself.

I know not to take anymore-it’s
nearing night and I’m on my way
home-but I keep my hand snaked
in my backpack, grip tight around
the childproof cap.
My breath comes in with a catch,
and I have to let it out. Almost as
many coughs as last time, or the
time before. I lose count and I
don’t look around.
When I rest my forehead on the
frosty window I realize how hot
I am.
Six more stops ‘til I’m home and
I’m still annoyed that I had to work
today. The cold syrup doesn’t let
me be mad, not really. I’m in a state
of placid irritation, circling in it,
treading so I must be moving but it
feels like I’m stagnant.
Can a still somewhere travel?
Can I move while remaining in the
same place?
I release my hand from the
plastic bottle and I have to flex it
a couple times before I’m able to
press my numb fingertips around
the zipper and seal the textured
lips of my bag. My hand still shakes
as I shove it in my coat pocket
with the crumpled paper encasing
my last expulsion of nasal fluids.
Another problem for later.
There’s a stop at 20th I
sometimes use. It’s a shorter walk
for me if I wait until the stop at
19

23rd, but it’s more convenient for
everyone else if I get off at 20th.
There’s always someone getting on
or off at 20th. It’s a main stop, and
maybe I should just do what’s best
for everyone instead of what’s best
for me.
But today my angry lungs,
unsteady hand, and cough syrup
clear brain say No. They tell me I’ve
earned my own stop today. This is
what buses do; this is what they’re
for. I wait through the stop at 20th
and pull the yellow cord just after.
Stop Requested lights up red like
a warning.
I wait a beat then flip my bag
around on my back and stand. A
couple people glance at me and
my movement, which jostles the
area like a ripple. I can’t say who
because I don’t see, I just feel it,
and I walk with the bus’s rhythm to
the front.
I can do that sometimes.
Predicting the motion of the bus is
easier when you’re in motion, too,
looking straight through the front
window.
The driver stops right at the blue
post this time. I’m luckier than the
girl with concern.
“Thank you,” I say before my
breath quickens without me, before
I’m out the door and on the street.
She says something back but I
don’t hear her and I walk with my
own rhythm, which takes me a
couple strides to find.
Up the hill past the closed down
Mexican restaurant and a left at
the rich neighbors’ with the overgrown yard.
I keep an eye out for one of the
cats that like to trail this path, but
it must be too cold for them. I
should be relieved I don’t have to
bend down. I walk home alone.■
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What am I currently up to?
I’m working on painting 100
paintings for my brother.
He is battling brain cancer
and I am donating all of my
profits from the sale of these
paintings to the research fund
at oligonation.org to help
find a cure for his cancer.

COVE R ART I S T BI O

Stefanie Togni
Photo credit: LoriJo Daniels

My work is a reflection of how I see the world and offers a glimpse into
my dreams, daily experiences and long ago memories. I am continually
experimenting with new materials and techniques, though I often find
that my love for watercolor has the greatest influence on my methods.
Rather than paint a perfect representation, I tend to aim for abstraction
and unusual color juxtapositions that occur to me in moments of
nostalgia.
Deeply inspired by nature and the humble, rural environment I grew
up in, I am constantly seeking beauty in unexpected places and
circumstances. Since I was young, I’ve always liked to make ordinary
moments feel special and hope to express this in my painting.
www.stefanietogni.com   

@stefanietogni
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